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Bill Stone:  What Others Say
                                        
“Engineer and daredevil explorer Bill Stone is obsessed with discovery. Af-
ter years of crawling through the deepest unexplored caves on the planet, 
he’s building robots to go where he can’t. His company Stone Aerospace 
built DEPTHX, an autonomous robot, which explored 337 meters down 
into the world’s deepest hydrothermal spring. In 2009, Stone and his team 
completed a successful 6-month mission to Antarctica. ENDURANCE, an 
expedition sponsored by NASA, was developed to explore and map under 
the ice of Lake Bonney in Antarctica.  But this was just a test for the real 
mission: building a probe with NASA to bore through miles of ice on Jupi-
ter’s moon Europa, then swim through the buried Europan sea in search 
of alien life.  He’s also hoping to singlehandedly jump-start commercial hu-
man space exploration by offering spacefarers affordable fuels and consum-
ables extracted from the moon. His new Shackleton Energy Company in-
tends to raise $15 billion to mine ice thought to be trapped on the moon’s 
southern pole at Shackleton Crater, and to sell derived products in low earth 
orbit (LEO) to international consumers. If all goes well, SEC will be open 
for business as early as 2020 as an international energy company”   TED

“With a doctorate in structural engineering and 11 patents to his credit, 
Stone is the archetypal modern-day explorer, a multidisciplinary maverick 
constantly inventing tools in the name of discovery lust”   Wired Magazine

“Bill Stone is the world´s most famous expeditionary caver. Leading large 
international teams and backed by sponsors like the National Geograph-
ic Society, he has mounted more than 50 major expeditions to plumb the 
most hostile reaches of inner space. Spending weeks underground, his 
crews have traveled deep inside the planet to the remotest locations 
touched by humans. Nobody is better at what he does”    Popular Science

“Of the countless engineers who as children read the fictional adventures of 
Tom Swift and dreamed of becoming the fearless explorer-inventor, Stone 
is arguably the one who actually did it. Tall and lanky, with hawkish features 
and piercing blue eyes, he is probably best known for his exploits, chron-
icled in National Geographic and other magazines, in some of the world’s 
deepest and most dangerous caves. Not uncommonly, those expeditions re-
volved around sophisticated technology of his own design and construction”

IEEE Spectrum

“Bill Stone is one of the world’s foremost expeditionary cavers and proponent 
of using technology to help explorers survive and thrive as they challenge new 
frontiers. As a teenager, he determined to explore the world’s deepest cave 
and by the time he reached his mid-twenties he had already co-led expedi-
tions, explored, mapped and published about the deepest cave in the West-
ern Hemisphere at that time – Sistema Huatla. As the founder of the US Deep 
Caving Team, Bill Stone also led the exploration and mapping of a seem-
ingly endless underwater cave system beneath Florida’s Wakulla Springs. An 
engineer by training, Stone is the president and CEO of Stone Aerospace. 
He has developed a highly advanced AUV, DEPTHX, to explore the world’s 
deepest caves and is currently funded by NASA and The National Science 
Foundation to develop robots that will assist in the exploration of Antarctica 
and Jupiter’s moon, Europa. In anticipation of advances of space exploration, 
he has launched the Shackleton Energy Company with a view to mining and 
processing water and rocket fuel on the moon for sale in earth orbit . A prolific 
author and inventor, Stone is a veteran of over 65 international expeditions.”

The Explorers Club



 

Bill Stone:  Expeditionary Cave Exploration 1971 - 1994

Bill has led or participated in 63 international expeditions 
in the last 40 years, spending more than eight years in for-
eign countries, mostly in southern Mexico, working in the 
extremely deep caves of the Sierra Mazateca (Sistema 
Huautla) and  Sierra Juarez (Cueva Cheve) regions.   In 
the pursuit of original exploration he has logged 514 days 
based from subterranean camps, many greater than a kilo-
meter deep. The longest single stay was 19 days at Camp 
4, -1209m deep in the J2 cave system in southern Mexico.



Bill Stone:  Expeditionary Cave Exploration 1994 - 2014

Bill is the principal architect behind the explora-
tion of Mexico’s Sistema Huautla (-1545m) and 
Sistema Cheve (-1484m).  His work at Sistema 
Cheve led to the discovery of “J2”, which ulti-
mately reached a depth of -1229 meters at 11 
kilometers distance from the entrance.  Explo-
ration at J2 culminated in a 3-1/2 month ex-
pedition involving 70 team members from 15 
nations in Spring 2013.  The team used the 
Poseidon Mk6 rebreather -- designed by Stone 
Aerospace -- as the primary life support sys-
tem.  The underwater tunnel at the limit of ex-
ploration in J2,  known as “Sump 4”,  (at left) 
was successfully passed after 600 m of diving 
in 2013.  The point reached beyond currently 
represents the most remote location reached 
inside the Earth by human exploration teams.  



Bill Stone: Technical Diving Equipment Inventions

Bill holds 9 patents issued and 7 patents-pending 
for life support, underwater, and robotic systems.  
The 3-person underwater habitat (top left two im-
ages) was used for decompression at Wakulla 
Springs in 1987.  Stone’s companies (Cis-Lunar 
and Stone Aerospace) have designed 6 genera-
tions of rebreathers that triggered the “technical 
diving revolution” of the 1990s (the 4th genera-
tion Mk4 -- center left -- was used in Huautla in 
1994).  For Wakulla in 1999 Bill designed multiple 
underwater propulsion vehicles (middle right) with 
a range of 20 kilometers.  The centerpiece of the 
1999 project (lower left) was an inertially guided 
phased array 3D mapping system known as the 
Digital Wall Mapper.  This was used in 1999 to 
create the world’s first real-time 3D cave map 
at Wakulla Springs.  A portion of the map near 
the spring entrance is shown at bottom right.



Bill Stone:  The Exploration of Wakulla Springs, Florida

In 1999 Bill led the second National Geographic Society expedition to Wakulla Springs.  This was the most technical cave 
diving expedition ever fielded and it resulted in the production of the world’s  first 3D cave map.  The Cis-Lunar engineer-
ing design team (including Bill Stone, Nigel  Jones and Mike Stevens) invented a series of devices including a 3D digital 
autonomous  underwater imaging system; a dual version of the MK5 rebreather, which had a range of 20 hours at 100m  
depth underwater; the world’s longest range diver propulsion vehicle (6-1/2 hour travel time at 1.2  meters/second); and 
a modular field-deployed floating hyperbaric decompression habitat and a mobile  personnel transfer capsule that would 
retrieve returning exploration teams from –30m under pressure.   The team developed custom decompression procedures 
to read MK5 diver information and generate the habitat portion of the surfacing schedule – something that had never been 
done before.  The team conducted 32 deep level missions inside Wakulla  Springs with average bottom times of 4.5 hours 
at 100m water depth.  The expedition was the first to  make routine scientific diving below –100m underwater.  For several 
months the team fielded a significant  mission each day.  More than 23 kilometers of underwater tunnels were mapped 
in 3D.  The resulting data  include 10,000,000 survey points.  This project was featured as the cover story in National 
Geographic  Adventure magazine (Summer 1999) and as a documentary film on the National Geographic Explorer TV  
Channel (under the title “Mapping the Labyrinth”).  A total of 234 MK5 rebreather dives were logged during the project.



Bill Stone:  Project  DEPTHX   
PROTOTYPE FOR THE EUROPA MISSION HYDROBOT

In 2003 NASA funded Stone Aero-
space to develop a prototpye autono-
mous underwater vehicle to test novel 
navigation and microbial life detec-
tion and sample capture algorithms 
and systems.  The resulting vehicle -- 
DEPTHX, or Deep Phreatic Thermal 
Explorer -- became the first robotic 
cave explorer.  It autonomously ex-
plored and mapped the world’s deep-
est hydrothermal spring (Cenote Za-
caton - see bottom right profile map).  
On May 26, 2007, DEPTHX explored 
Zacaton where it discovered a chemo-
cline (H2S) at a depth of 114m.  It au-
tonomously followed the chemocline to 
a nearby wall, collected a core sample, 
and returned home. The rock samples 
returned resulted in the discovery of 4 
new phyla of bacteria (at a time when 
less than 100 were known on Earth).



Bill Stone:  Project ENDURANCE  
PHASE 2 ANTARCTIC TESTING OF THE EUROPA MISSION HYDROBOT

Bill was chief designer for NASA’s ENDURANCE (Environmentally 
Non-Disturbing Under-ice Robotic ANtarctiC Explorer) robot.  De-
signed for sub-ice autonomous navigation, exploration, and in-situ 
science, ENDURANCE was successfully fielded to Antarctica (3 
months each during the Austral summers of 2008-9 and 2009-10) 
and produced complete 3D maps of permanently ice-covered, un-
explored West Lake Bonney and complete 3D aqueous chemis-
try characterization of the lake.  ENDURANCE makes possible the 
cataloging of vast sub-glacial areas used as sensors of global envi-
ronmental change.   The vehicle autonomously returned home to a 
4m deep melt hole at the conclusion of each mission.  Historically, 
ENDURANCE mapped areas seen first by Scott in 1903 (below).  
Due to rising lake level, the bot was able to fly where Scott walked.  
Microbial mats (lower right) were discovered near Blood Falls.



Bill Stone:  VALKYRIE Laser-powered CRYOBOT Prototype 

In 2007 Bill proposed a radical plan for a non-nuclear full 
scale CRYOBOT that could penetrate 3 kilometers below 
South Pole station, sample microbes from the sub-glacial 
lake located below the station, and return them to the surface.  
The concept -- now funded by NASA in Phase 2 as project 
VALKYRIE -- uses ultra high power lasers beamed down an 
optical wave guide deployed by the bot.  A “beam dump” (up-
per left) convertes the photon power to electrical power for 
operating onboard systems.  Deep ultraviolet sensors au-
tonomously detect microbes of interest (center left) while the 
bot releases power fiber from an onboard 8 kilometer spooler 
(bottom left).   The entire vehicle (at right) is an incredibly 
complex device in a simple tubular housing.  It uses synthetic 
aperture radar to look ahead and avoid obstacles in the ice. 



VALKYRIE IMPACT

On June 16, 2014 Team VALKYRIE (Very 
deep Autonomous Laser-powered Kilowatt-
class Yo-yoing Robotic Ice Explorer) achieved 
an extraordinary feat: it used the photons 
generated by a 5,000 watt laser, sent down a 
25 micron pure silica fiber, to power an ice-
penetrating robot. The vehicle descended to a 
depth of 15.2 meters into the Matanuska gla-
cier in Alaska and was successfully recovered. 
Six days later the robot descended to 30.52 
meters, marking the deepest ice penetration 
ever achieved by a cryobot. More importantly, 
the physics principles utilized in VALKYRIE’s 
design enable operation of the vehicle to 
extraordinary distances, with penetrations 
into any of Antarctica’s sub-glacial lakes now 
becoming feasible with pre-sterilized robotic 
systems capable of not only accessing such 
lakes, but of exploring them to great distances 
from the point of entry. Significant amounts of 
power can be transferred using the VALKYRIE 
technology to points more than 40 kilometers 
from a point of entry, either within ice caps or 
undersea, with the potential of extension to 
as much as 100 kilometers. The successful 
field test of VALKYRIE represents the emer-
gence of a disruptive technology in which 
autonomous agents, now free of battery-life 
constraints, may perform persistent science at 
locations previously inaccessible.



Bill Stone:  Vision for FULL EUROPA LANDER MISSION

In 2010 Bill worked with National Geographic 
Television to bring to life the Europa Mission 
in CG animation (in the film titled “Journey to 
an Alien Moon”).  The above images, using 
Stone Aerospace vehicle designs, show the 
stages:  landing (upper left);  cryobot melt-
ing through Europan ice cap (top center); 
avoiding embedded asteroidal debris (top 
right);  breakthrough into the Europan ocean 
(center left) with deployment of the ARTEMIS 
“fast mover” mother ship and (center right) 
deployment of ENDURANCE-derived mar-
supial “sub-bots” to investigate dangerous 
places likely to harbor life.  The long range 
ARTEMIS vehicle was just approved by 
NASA and NSF for 2014 deployment to Ant-
arctica. It will become the first autonomous 
system to penetrate under the Ross Ice 
Shelf.  Major discoveries in both macro and 
microbial lifeforms are anticipated, given the 
completely unexplored nature of this 360,000 
square kilometer unknown area on Earth.




